
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sponsored by UVA’s Office of Organizational Excellence, this practitioner 
training enables people to launch action-oriented collaborations quickly, move 

them toward measurable outcomes, and make adjustments along the way.   
Overview: The Strategic Doing (SD) method is designed to help open, loosely connected networks collaborate 
effectively. In this SD Practitioner Training, participants learn how to design and deliver a SD "workshop.” In a SD 
workshop a group spends about 3 hours identifying the group’s skills and resources, developing concepts to link 
and leverage those skills and resources, picking a strategic direction, designing a "Pathfinder Project" - a quick win 
to make progress - and creating a 30-day action plan that includes a follow-up conversation. Strategic Doing 
focuses on doing the do-able. 

For more information on the Strategic Doing framework, visit https://strategicdoing.net/intro/. 

Who is this training for? Anyone working in a setting in which collaboration is needed, and/or the 
environment in which they’re operating is dynamic, will find the skills useful.  

Facilitator:  Liz Nilsen, Associate Director, Agile Strategy Lab, University of North Alabama 

Program Dates:  February 14, 16, 21 and March 2, 2023 (2 sessions per week over 2 weeks) 

Class Time: 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (plus 2 hours of class time each week)  

Location:  Zoom/Online 

Cost:  $1,125 per person (discounted from $1,475) 

Registration and 
Questions: 

 Contact Tim Kelley, 434-924-1344, tek2jk@virginia.edu 

 

SD Training 
The Strategic Doing practitioner training provides participants with the following: 

 An understanding of the fundamentals of Strategic Doing 

o Learn agile leadership skills to launch a strategic collaboration 

o Practice skills during interactive sessions with small-group breakouts and an extended simulation 

 Tools for Strategic Doing 

o Access to tools and templates to plan and deliver a workshop 

o Receive a copy of the book Strategic Doing: Ten Skills for Agile Leadership, A Practitioner’s 
Trail Guide, a Trail Map, and lifetime access to an online library of resources 

 Certification in the Strategic Doing Practitioner Training 

o Receive a digital credential and a certificate from the Strategic Doing Institute 

Practitioner Training 

Practitioner Training 
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